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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A reviewer accidentally tagged all items discovered in a search as \\'Responsive\\'. 

How can the tagging be reversed? 

A. re-run the search, on the batch web page, check No Selection and run the batch operation 

B. re-run the search, on the batch web page, select Remove Tag, check Responsive and run the batch operation 

C. re-run the search, in the Tag dialog box, check No Selection and run the bulk tagging operation 

D. re-run the search, in the Tag dialog box, select Remove Tag, check Responsive and run the bulk tagging operation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What would cause a user to receive a "Page Cannot Be Displayed" error when attempting to access the Symantec
eDiscovery Platform 8.0 user interface? 

A. The EsaApplicationService service is stopped. 

B. The EsaIGCBravaLicenseService service is stopped. 

C. The EsaRissRetrieverService service is stopped. 

D. The EsaExchangeCrawlerService service is stopped. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which user-entered text can be included in an export using Production Export Options? 

A. Item notes, Tag history, Production event logs, and Tag event comments 

B. Item notes, Production history, and Tag event comments 
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C. Item notes, Tag event comments, Tag history, and Redaction Reasons 

D. Item notes, Tag comments, Tag event comments, and Redaction Reasons 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two features are offered in the Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 Legal Hold Module? (Select two.) 

A. data verification 

B. escalations 

C. counsel selection 

D. mail-merge 

E. legal briefings 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of the Auto-Redaction feature? 

A. enables reviewers to rapidly navigate through each redaction within a document as part of the quality control process 

B. only new documents will be automatically found and redacted 

C. accelerates redaction by automatically finding and redacting keywords, phrases, and personally identifiable
information 

D. documents will be automatically redacted and printed in an image format 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A document set has been processed and is ready for review by two different review teams. Each team must redact the
documents with a different criteria for two separate productions. Team one should use black for redacting pages and
team two should use white to redact personally identifiable information. 

How can this be achieved? 

A. set up two tag sets and specify the criteria for each set 

B. set up two review templates and specify the criteria for each template 

C. set up two case templates and specify the criteria for each template 
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D. set up two redaction sets and each team selects their set during review 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer is notified of the possibility of legal action being taken on an ongoing matter. 

Which method should the company use to collect data over the duration of the case? 

A. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review 

B. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review, then configure a scheduled collection to collect
until the matter is resolved 

C. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review, then delete the collection if the review is fault free 

D. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review, then archive the data for future needs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two features of caching can be applied prior to a document review? (Select two.) 

A. it can be scheduled to stop at a desired time 

B. it can take the Case offline while the caching task is running 

C. it can be set to automatically retry previously timed out documents 

D. it can be set to automatically move the cached documents to a designated review folder 

E. it can lock production folders and produce when caching is complete 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

After running an advanced search, the folder, tag, and custodian information are available to view; however, the sender,
recipient, and keyword information are unavailable to view. 

What is the cause for the inability to see the desired information? 

A. sources have been disabled 

B. limit filter option has been selected 

C. retriever service has stopped running 

D. the user lacks permission to view all items 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator wants to gather data for a case and has decided to create a separate Collection to house the data. 

Which two fields must be populated under the Settings tab for a Collection? (Select two.) 

A. Default Destination 

B. Name 

C. Collection ID 

D. Case 

E. Access Group 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which collections and legal hold capabilities will users assigned to the customized user role shown in the exhibit have? 

A. Case User access to collections and case manager access to legal holds 

B. Case Admin access to collections and case manager access to legal holds 

C. no access to collections but read access and write access to legal holds 

D. read-only access to collections and full access to legal holds 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12
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An administrator has received the following error message: Unable to acquire lease on server. Waiting... 

What is a cause for this error message? 

A. Enterprise Vault services are stopped 

B. other eDiscovery Jobs are running against the same Enterprise Vault servers 

C. the Enterprise Vault Collection license is invalid 

D. Port 135 is blocked on the firewall 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 13

After processing has completed, the administrator must provide a report of all files that were excluded from processing. 

Which options will generate the report? 

A. go to System Admin Page > Support Features > Case Reports > run the "Not Processed Documents" report 

B. in the Case, click on Processing > Sources and Pre-Processing > export 

C. in the Case, click on Processing > Reports > run the "Not Processed Documents" report 

D. go to Analysis and Review > Advanced Search > search for "Not Processed" in the Identifier section 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

During a case review, the legal team notices there are missing confirmations to a Legal Hold Notice containing a
mandatory survey on a System Admin notice and a Custodian Notice. The legal team needs to send a notice to the
manager of the System Admin and to the custodians requesting they complete the survey. 

Which Legal Hold workflow should the legal team perform? 

A. send a new System Admin notice to the manager of the System Admin, and send a new Custodian Notice to the
custodians 

B. send an escalation to the manager of the System Admin, and send a reminder to the custodians 

C. send a reminder to the manager of the System Admin, and send an escalation to the custodians 

D. add the manager of the System Admin as a custodian and send a reminder notice to the custodians 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

How can a reviewer find relevant audio files that are missing in Audio Search due to dialects? 

A. raise the Confidence Score 

B. lower the Confidence Score 

C. raise the Confidence Threshold 

D. lower the Confidence Threshold 

Correct Answer: D 
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